Abstract.-The coalescent and multispecies coalescent model rooted genealogies backward through time. Often, the direction of time is unknown in trees estimated from molecular sequences due to reversible mutation models, absence of an appropriate outgroup, and the absence of the molecular clock. In this article, probabilities of unrooted gene-tree topologies under the multispecies coalescent are considered. The main result is that for any species-tree topology with seven or more taxa, there exist branch lengths such that there are unrooted gene-tree topologies that are more likely than the one that has the same unrooted topology as the species tree. Species trees with such anomalous unrooted gene trees (AUGTs) are characterized for trees with five and six taxa, and patterns of branch lengths leading to AUGTs and rooted anomalous gene trees are explored. The results could be useful for understanding gene tree discordance and designing simulations studies for inferring challenging species trees.
Evolutionary biologists frequently distinguish between gene trees, which describe the evolutionary relatedness of the "same" (orthologous) gene in different species, from species trees, which describe the history of descent and divergence of ancestral populations leading to current species. Ideally, both gene trees and species trees are rooted so that the direction of time is known. Although gene trees often have similar topologies as species trees, there can be considerable discordance between gene-tree topologies and speciestree topologies as well as incongruence among gene trees associated with different genes (loci) for the same set of species.
Most work on modeling relationships between gene trees and species trees probabilistically has focused on rooted species trees and rooted gene trees under the multispecies coalescent (Nei 1987; Pamilo and Nei 1988; Rosenberg 2002; Degnan and Salter 2005; ) and birth-death models for gene families (Åkerborg et al. 2009; Rasmussen and Kellis 2012) . There has also been recent interest in unrooted gene trees under the multispecies coalescent, leading to methods to infer unrooted species trees from unrooted gene-tree topologies (Larget et al. 2010; , and a theoretical result that it is possible to infer rooted species trees from unrooted gene-tree topologies on five or more taxa (Allman et al. 2011) . These three articles have all focused on unrooted gene-tree topologies. Although it would be desirable to also model branch lengths for unrooted gene trees, the density for coalescence times and topologies derived in Rannala and Yang (2003) applies to rooted gene trees. Work remains to be done on understanding properties of unrooted gene trees with branch lengths under the coalescent.
Previous results have shown that under the multispecies coalescent model, for any rooted speciestree topology with five or more leaves (and for unbalanced species trees with four leaves), the most probable rooted gene-tree topology can differ from the species-tree topology for certain branch lengths on the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) . Rooted gene-tree topologies that are more probable than the gene-tree topology matching the species tree are called anomalous gene trees (AGTs) . In this article, the analogous question in the setting of unrooted gene trees is explored: for which species trees can the most likely topology of the unrooted gene tree differ from that of the species tree? Here, unrooted gene trees that are more probable than the matching unrooted gene tree are termed anomalous unrooted gene trees (AUGTs), where an unrooted gene tree is said to be matching if it has the same unrooted topology as the species tree.
Unrooted gene trees are important to consider because inferring rooted gene trees can be difficult. This is particularly the case because DNA substitution models are typically time reversible, making the likelihood of the DNA sequence data not depend on the root location on a gene tree. Consequently, many phylogenetic programs that infer trees from sequence data only return unrooted gene trees. In the absence of a molecular clock or appropriate outgroup (or for missing data from an outgroup), rooting trees can be difficult (Huelsenbeck et al. 2002; Boykin et al. 2010 ), so it is desirable to understand properties of unrooted gene trees, even when evolving on a rooted species tree.
A question that arises for the multispecies coalescent model is how discordant gene trees can be if they become unrooted. For example, although the four-taxon asymmetric species-tree topology (((A,B),C),D) can have either one or three AGTs (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) , the most probable rooted gene-tree topology for this species tree is always either (((A,B),C),D) or ((A,B),(C,D)), each of which has the same unrooted topology. Consequently, taking the most frequently occurring unrooted gene-tree topology is a consistent estimator of the unrooted species-tree topology when u(σ 5,2 ) u(σ 6,1 ) = u(σ 6,4 ) = u(σ 6,6 ) u(σ 6,2 ) = u(σ 6,5 ) A B FIGURE 1. Example species trees with branch lengths and unrooted topologies used in the article. a) Trees 4,1 , 5,1 and 6,1 have caterpillar topologies and only have (A,B) as a cherry, whereas 4,2 and 5,2 , 6,2 and 6,5 also have (C,D) as a cherry. Trees 4,2 , 5,3 , and 6,5 are maximally probable under a Yule model for the given number of taxa. Tree 6,6 is a bicaterpillar, with left and right subtrees from the root each having a caterpillar topology. Examples of AUGTs for the patterns of branch lengths are shown. For example, the SSLL pattern means that x and y are lengths of short branches while z and w are lengths of long branches. Here, taxa with names X,Y,Z,U,V can be any from the taxa on the species tree not already used. For example, for pattern SSLL, any gene-tree topology of the form ((X,Y),(Z,(D,E)),F) can be an AUGT for 6, 3 , where X,Y,Z ∈{A,B,C}. The figure does not show all AUGTs produced by these topologies, but shows topologies that can be AUGTs given the patterns observed in the article. b) Unrooted tree topologies corresponding to some of the species trees in (a). Here, unrooted cherries occur whenever two species can be separated from all other species by removing one branch, so that u( 6,2 ) has three cherries.
there are only four species. This observation is used to consistently estimate unrooted species trees with four or more species from quartets (Larget et al. 2010) .
For species trees with five or more species, there are some species-tree topologies and sets of internal branch lengths such that the most likely unrooted gene tree does not have the same topology as the unrooted species tree. There are also some species-tree topologies with five and six species such that the most likely unrooted gene tree does have the same topology as the unrooted species tree, regardless of the choice of branch lengths. In other words, AUGTs exist for some but not all species-tree topologies with five and six taxa. Species trees that do and do not have AUGTs for small numbers of taxa are characterized, and patterns of branch lengths leading to AUGTs are discussed. The main result of the article is that for any species-tree topology with seven or more taxa, there exist branch lengths such that there is at least one AUGT.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION Let = ( ,) denote a rooted, bifurcating species tree with topology and branch lengths measured in coalescent units, where 1 coalescent unit represents N generations, and N is the effective number of gene copies in a population. Thus, the length of branch i on a species tree can be measured by taking the number of generations i divided by N i , the effective population size for branch i. The symbol i = i /N i denotes the length of branch i in coalescent units. Species trees are often denoted by n,i , where n is the number of taxa and i indexes the topology. Particular examples are shown in Figure 1 , where for each number of taxa, topologies Rooted species tree on n taxa, where i indexes the topology g A rooted gene-tree topology P (g), P (u)
Probabilities of rooted and unrooted gene-tree topologies for rooted species tree . u(g), u( ), u() Unrooted topologies of g, , and u n,i
Probability of ith unrooted gene-tree topology (from some enumeration) on n taxa u i Shorthand for P 6,5 (u 6,i ), only used for 6,5 A 1 ,A 2 ,..., Taxa names for both gene trees and species trees A,B,..., Taxa names for both gene trees and species trees A 1 ,A 2 ,...
Tree topologies rooted at nodes of a larger tree are ordered using a right-light ordering, so that trees with larger left subtrees have lower indices (Furnas 1984) .
In this article, all gene trees have one gene sampled per species. In this case, only internal branch lengths of the species tree affect gene tree probabilities; if more than one gene is sampled in a population, the length in coalescent units of the branch leading to the sampled individual is needed also. Particular rooted gene-tree topologies are denoted by lower case letters, such as g, with random gene trees sometimes denoted by upper case letters. In particular, denotes the gene-tree topology that has the same rooted topology as the species tree. Gene-tree topologies are sometimes indexed by subscripts; for example, u 5,j is used for the jth five-taxon topology. The term u() is used to denote the unrooted topology of a rooted, bifurcating species tree ; similarly, u(g) denotes the unrooted topology of a rooted gene tree.
Trees are represented in Newick notation, with internal branch lengths represented, and branch lengths of pendant edges (incident to the tips) omitted since they do not affect probabilities of gene-tree topologies when there is one gene sampled per species. The same set of labels is used for both species and genes. Thus, ((A,B),C) can refer to either a species-tree or gene-tree topology depending on the context. Upper case letters are used for tips of trees (sometimes with subscripts)( Table 1) .
The term cherry (Steel and McKenzie 2001 ) is used for two-taxon clades on rooted trees and for splits with two taxa on one side of the split on unrooted trees (Fig. 1) . All four-and five-taxon bifurcating, unrooted trees have exactly two cherries; six-and seven-taxon unrooted trees can have either two or three cherries (and no other number); and eight-taxon unrooted trees can have two, three, or four cherries. Rooted, bifurcating trees that have exactly one cherry are called caterpillar topologies, for example, trees 4,1 , 5,1 , and 6,1 (Fig. 1) . Another useful term is bicaterpillar (Rosenberg 2007) , in which the trees rooted at the two child nodes of the root of a tree are each caterpillars. An example of a bicaterpillar is the topology of 6,6 (Fig. 1) .
The phrase maximally probable refers to rooted tree topologies that have the highest probability for a fixed number of taxa under the coalescent or Yule models when lineages join at random (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) . For trees that have 2 k taxa for some k, maximally probable topologies are perfectly balanced. For five, six, and seven taxa, maximally probable trees can be considered the "most" balanced by some measures. For example, the rooted tree topologies (((A,B) ,C),(D,E)), (( (A,B) ,(C,D)),(E,F)), and (( (A,B) ,(C,D)),(E,(F,G))), are maximally probable and minimize the tree shape statistic s = i log(C i −1), where C i is the number of tips descended from the ith internal node of the tree (Bortolussi et al. 2006 ).
PROBABILITIES OF UNROOTED GENE TREES
Probabilities of unrooted gene trees can be obtained by summing the probabilities of rooted gene trees that have the same unrooted topology. This is motivated by the idea that when unrooted gene trees are estimated from data, there is a true, but unknown, rooted gene tree that generated the data. The unrooted gene tree could be one of several rooted gene trees that have the same unrooted topology. The advantage of thinking of the unrooted gene tree as being one of several possible rooted gene trees is that there is a model for computing probabilities of gene-tree topologies in the rooted case.
In the multispecies coalescent model, a rooted genetree topology is a random variable that has a distribution that depends on the species tree. The probability that the random gene-tree topology belongs to some set of topologies is equal to the sum of the probabilities of each element in the set. In particular, the set of rooted, bifurcating gene trees can be partitioned into sets that have the same unrooted topology. The probability that a random unrooted gene-tree topology U is equal to some particular unrooted gene-tree topology u(g) can be calculated by summing over all rooted gene trees with unrooted topology u(g):
where P (g i ) is the probability of the rooted genetree topology g i given the rooted species tree . This probability can be obtained using software such as the program COAL (Degnan and Salter 2005;  www.coaltree.net) or STELLS (Wu 2012) .
ANOMALOUS UNROOTED GENE TREES
Given the previous notation, the concept of an AUGT can be stated as follows. (iv) Every species-tree topology with n ≥ 7 taxa produces AUGTs. Because five-taxon trees are the smallest for which AUGTs occur, the rest of the article treats AUGTs first for five-taxon trees and then considers increasing tree sizes. Along the way, connections to (rooted) AGTs are explored to gain some intuition about patterns of long and short branches in species trees that lead to AGTs and AUGTs.
Definition 1 (i) An unrooted gene tree u is said to be an AUGT for a species tree
= ( ,) if P (u) > P (u( )). (ii) A
SPECIES TREES WITH FEWER THAN NINE TAXA

Species Trees with Five Taxa
For trees with five taxa, there are three tree shapes to consider with representative topologies 5,1 = ((( (A,B) ,C),D),E), 5,2 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E), and 5,3 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)) (Fig. 1) . For notation, define the unrooted topologies u 5,1 = u( 5,1 ) and u 5,2 = u( 5,2 ). The species tree 5,1 , which has topology 5,1 = ((((A,B),C),D),E) can have u 5,2 = ((A,B),(C,D),E) as its most likely unrooted gene-tree topology, which therefore can be an AUGT (Fig. 1 ). This follows from Equation (5) of Allman et al. (2011) , which exhaustively lists inequalities for all pairs of five-taxon unrooted gene-tree topology probabilities. However, also from Allman et al. (2011) , the noncaterpillar five-taxon species trees, 5,2 and 5,3 (Fig. 1) , cannot have AUGTs since their most likely unrooted gene trees have the same unrooted topology as the species tree.
The unrooted anomaly zone for the caterpillar species tree 5,1 has a close relationship to the anomaly zone for the four-taxon caterpillar 4,1 . In particular, the conditions for rooted and unrooted AGTs can be represented by the following inequalities:
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where Inequality (2) gives the conditions for branch lengths x and y on the four-taxon caterpillar species tree 4,1 to have an AGT, and Inequality (3) conditions for branch lengths x, y, and z on the species tree 5,1 to have an AUGT. Note that as z approaches ∞, the unrooted anomaly zone for 5,1 converges to the rooted anomaly zone for 4,1 , and for finite z, the anomaly zone for the unrooted case is a subset of the anomaly zone in the rooted case, with z ≥ 1 being visually indistinguishable from z =∞. The condition in Equation (3) can also be written as
where the right-hand side of Inequality (4) is increasing in x and y (this can be shown using the monotonicity of logarithms and differentiating the argument of the log). The difference P 5,1 (u 5,2 )−P 5,1 (u 5,1 ) is increasing in z and decreasing in x and y. Thus, there is a pattern of short-short-long (SSL) branches for the internal branches of the species tree that lead to there being an AUGT. This pattern also occurs in larger trees. Here, short branches need to be fairly short, with at least one of the branches being less than about 0.15 coalescent units for the fivetaxon species tree. The "long" branch, however, does not need to be very long, but can be as long as desired since increasing the length of the long branch increases the difference P 5,1 (u 5,2 )−P 5,1 (u 5,1 ). As an example, (x,y,z) = (0.1,0.1,0.1) makes species tree 5,1 have an AUGT, while for (x,y,z) = (0.1,0.1,0.05), 5,1 does not have an AUGT. The unrooted anomaly zone for 5,1 for a few values of z is shown in Figure 2 . The largest value that produces an AUGT when all branches are equal is about 0.1175 coalescent units, whereas in the rooted case, an AGT exists when all branches have length 0.1934 (Rosenberg and Tao 2008) .
A disanalogy between the five-taxon unrooted and four-taxon rooted cases is that all five-taxon unrooted topologies have the same unlabeled topology, while fourtaxon AGTs have a different unlabeled rooted topology (balanced) from the matching gene tree (unbalanced). There are also branch lengths for 5,1 for which there is an AUGT but no AGT (Fig. 3b) . This occurs particularly when the most basal internal branch is moderate, leading to the most probable nonmatching rooted gene-tree topology being (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and ((A,B),(C,D),E) being an AUGT. For some branch lengths, there are AUGTs but no AGTs due to moderate contributions to the probability of the AUGT by other nonmatching rooted gene-tree topologies such as ((((A,B),E),C),D), which are not AGTs.
Species Trees with Six Taxa
Results for species trees with six taxa can be obtained by explicit computation of gene tree probabilities (Fig. 1 ). All six-taxon rooted species-tree topologies other than those with the same unlabeled shape as 6,5 -that is, those with one or two cherries but not three cherriesproduce AUGTs (Fig. 1 ). For most six-taxon species trees, there are two patterns in the branch lengths that lead to AUGTs. One such pattern is that all branch lengths are very short (i.e., all speciations occur rapidly), in which case the most probable unrooted gene tree typically has three unrooted cherries. If the original species tree has two cherries when unrooted, then the most probable unrooted gene tree can be an AUGT.
A second pattern that leads to AUGTs occurs by "caterpillarization." The idea is that if a branch is long, all lineages sampled from species descended from the branch are likely to coalesce more recently than or within the long branch, and the coalescent process on the remainder of the species tree resembles that on a smaller tree. If certain branches are long, the species tree will then resemble a smaller species tree with a rooted caterpillar topology. An example is shown in Figure 4 , in which one relatively long branch effectively collapses species C and D into a single species, making the six-taxon species tree resemble a five-taxon caterpillar species tree. Since five-taxon caterpillars produce AUGTs, there exist branch lengths that will make the six-taxon tree also have an AUGT. The example is interesting in that the AUGT has fewer (unrooted) cherries-and therefore typically corresponds to less balanced rooted gene trees-than the matching unrooted gene-tree topology. For most cases of AUGTs found in this article, the AUGT has either the same number or more unrooted cherries than the matching unrooted gene-tree topology.
For six-taxon species trees, the caterpillarization approach leads to AUGTs for all topologies except for species trees 6,5 and 6,6 . Species tree 6,5 does not have any AUGTs, regardless of the branch lengths. For species tree 6,6 , all internal branches must be short in order for there to be an AUGT (Fig. 5a) . To show that species tree 6,5 , which has three cherries, does not produce AUGTs, probabilities of the 105 unrooted gene-tree topologies were computed symbolically using COAL and SAGE (Stein and Joyner 2005) . The 105 six-taxon unrooted topologies are denoted u 6,1 ,...,u 6,105 , where the enumeration is given in the Supplementary Material (doi:10.5061/dryad.8rq62, see file u6.r). Unrooted tree topology u 6,5 , which happens to be equivalent to u( 6,5 ), is the matching unrooted tree topology for this case. To establish that there are no AUGTs for species tree 6,5 , ties in gene tree probabilities were first determined. Of the 105 probabilities of unrooted gene-tree topologies, there are 17 algebraically distinct expressions for the topology probabilities, each being a function of the branch lengths of the species tree. These expressions give distinct probabilities for generic choices of branch lengths in the species tree.
(For some branches of equal length and for some other very special choices which would have probability 0 for species trees generated under a Yule model, the number of distinct topology probabilities could be lower.) Probabilities of the 105 unrooted six-taxon genetree topologies are denoted by u 1 ,...,u 105 , using the shorthand u i = P 6,5 (u 6,i ). In particular, u 5 = P 6,5 (u 6,5 ), where u 6,5 = u( 6,5 ). Thus, 16 inequalities of the form u 5 > u j need to be established, using representative topologies u 6,j from each equivalence class of topologies. Details for checking these inequalities are left to the Supplementary Material, with several representative examples given in the Appendix. The equivalence classes of topologies are listed in Supplementary  Table S1 , and pairwise inequalities of the form u i > u j are listed in Supplementary Table S2 in the file Supplement.pdf.
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VOL. 62 FIGURE 6. Two-dimensional cross-sections of anomaly zones for each of the 6 six-taxon unlabeled rooted tree shapes. For each species-tree topology, 300 values of L from 0 to 2.0 coalescent units, and 300 values of S from 0 to 0.5 were used to compute distributions of gene-tree topologies, and the existence of AGTs and AUGTs was checked for each distribution given by a particular (L,S) combination.
Cross-sections of anomaly zones for six-taxon trees are shown in Figure 6 . Because there are four parameters (branch lengths) for each species-tree topology, anomaly zones were computed by setting some branches to be equal to aid in visualization. For all species trees, there were two lengths used, called S and L, with 0 < S ≤ 0.5 and 0 < L ≤ 2.0, where branches are measured in coalescent units. For each case, two branches had length L and two had length S. Patterns of branch lengths were generally chosen so that AGTs and AUGTs would both be present, if possible, meaning that there is a sequence of the form SSL going up from the tips to the root for Figure 6a -d. For the trees in Figure 6e , f, the SSL pattern cannot occur, and branch lengths were chosen as indicated in the subfigures.
For each combination of S and L, the distribution of 945 rooted gene-tree topologies was computed, and from these, probabilities of unrooted topologies were also found. The presence of AGTs and AUGTs was then checked numerically by comparing the probability of the matching gene-tree topology to the rest of the distribution. Because there are multiple AGTs and AUGTs possible for a given topology, cross-sections of anomaly zones shown in the figure are actually unions of anomaly zones associated with different nonmatching gene-tree topologies. Although the anomaly zone associated with each gene-tree topology appears to have a smooth boundary, unions of these regions can be complicated and contain corners.
Consistent with theoretical calculations, unrooted anomaly zones were found for all cases except the maximally probable six-taxon species tree 6,5 (Figs. 1  and 6e ). For species tree 6,5 , the absence of AUGTs was checked numerically in order to verify symbolic calculations. In all cases except for 6,5 , there were points where there was an AUGT but no AGT. Although the bicaterpillar species tree 6,6 has an unrooted anomaly zone, it is quite small, only occurring where both S and L are very small, again consistent with theoretical understanding since only the SSSS pattern was expected to result in AUGTs (Fig. 1) .
Branches can be longer in six-taxon anomaly zones than in five-taxon anomaly zones. For example, if S = L, then all branches having a length of 0.2046 and 0.2214 results in an AGT for 6,1 and 6,2 , respectively (Figs. 1 and 6a, b) . For unrooted trees, the caterpillar 6,1 (Figs. 1 and 6a) has an AUGT for all branches equal to 0.1644, as opposed to 0.1175 for the five-taxon caterpillar. Branches with length L can be made considerably longer while remaining in the unrooted anomaly zone, while 2013 DEGNAN-UNROOTED GENE TREES 581 S branches cannot be made much longer. For example, (x,y,z,w) = (L,S,S,L) = (0.5,0.17,0.17,0.5) is also in the unrooted anomaly zone for 6,1 (Fig. 6a) . If all branches can vary, then typically whether or not the species tree is in the anomaly zone is more sensitive to the deeper short branch. For species tree 6,1 , for example, (x,y,z,w) = (0.5,0.3,0.1,0.5) is in the unrooted anomaly zone while (x,y,z,w) = (0.5,0.1,0.3,0.5) is not.
Species Trees with Seven or Eight Taxa
For trees with seven or eight taxa, all species-tree topologies that are not maximally probable produce AUGTs using the "caterpillarization" approach of finding a SSL pattern in three consecutive internal branches on a path from a tip to the root of the species tree and setting all other branches to be long. For the maximally probable seven-and eight-taxon species-tree topologies, however, a different pattern of branch lengths can make these trees resemble the six-taxon bicaterpillar species tree 6, 6 , which has only two cherries (both rooted and unrooted; Fig. 5a ), so that setting the remaining branches to be short results in an AUGT. For the six-taxon tree 6, 6 , if all branches are sufficiently short, then the three-cherry six-taxon tree u 6,5 can be an AUGT (as can any other unrooted six-taxon tree with three cherries). Making patterns in branch lengths for seven-and eight-taxon trees similar to tree 6,6 can be referred to as "bicaterpillarization" (Fig. 5) . For the seven-and eight-taxon maximally probable topologies, the AUGTs and matching unrooted topologies have the same cherries, but two of the cherries are swapped in the AUGT compared with the matching topology. Figure 5 shows patterns of branch lengths that lead to AUGTs for these topologies.
Cross-sections of anomaly zones for seven and eight taxa are shown in Figures 7 and 8. As expected, all topologies produce both AGTs and AUGTs. Under the restriction that there are just two types of branch lengths, S and L, anomaly zones show some stable features. In particular, typically at least one branch usually needs to be below approximately 0.2 coalescent units for there to be an AGT for seven taxa, and slightly less for AUGTs. Under the restriction that S = L, the largest value observed for an AGT for seven taxa is for the species tree in Figure 7e , for which S = L = 0.2381 produces an AGT, although there is no AUGT for this branch length. Instead S = L = 0.198 produces an AUGT for the species tree in Figure 7b . Note that these branch lengths are longer than the maximum branch length possible for smaller numbers of taxa that can produce a AGTs and AUGTs when all branches are equal.
For seven taxa and for the eight-taxon caterpillar species tree, there are several cases where small values of L and relatively large values of S yield AUGTs. This is partly a consequence of the choice of which branches had lengths S and L. For the caterpillar topology, for example, there are several ways to choose which branches make the SSL pattern. In Figure 7a , the two most recent internal branches each have length L. Consequently, making L small and S large results in the two most recent branches being short (for small L) and the next branch going up to the root being relatively long (for relatively large S). Still, there are other patterns that can lead to AUGTs that are harder to anticipate, but that can be explained in retrospect. For example, the species tree in Figure 7f produced AUGTs for small L and relatively large S even though this does not lead to a SSL pattern. In this case, as the S branches get longer, however, the species tree is being caterpillarized into a five-taxon tree, so this tree is expected to have an AGT for small values of L.
Branch lengths for seven-and eight-taxon trees in the anomaly zone can be slightly longer than for sixtaxon anomaly zones, but this growth in the maximal sizes of branches that can lead to AGTs and AUGTs seems to be leveling off. For species trees for which bicaterpillarization was the only approach found to lead to AUGTs (Figs. 7k and 8b) , the S branches must be considerably smaller (close to 0.05 coalescent units) than S branches for other topologies in order to have AGTs and AUGTs, although L branches can be of any length, provided that S is sufficiently small. As an example, for the species tree in Figure 7k , SAGE calculations suggest that any value of 0 < L < 0.04 leads to both an AGT and AUGT if S ≤ L/2. (Larger L values would require S values that are less than L/2.) Because of caterpillarization, any species-tree topology for nine or more taxa can be in a rooted anomaly zone if all branches are at least 0.19 coalescent units, and in an unrooted anomaly zone where all branches are at least 0.1 coalescent units. This follows from these branch lengths being sufficient for AGTs and AUGTs to occur on the five-taxon caterpillar since any larger tree can have branch lengths that lead to a similar distribution of gene trees via caterpillarization.
TREES WITH NINE OR MORE SPECIES
For trees with at least nine taxa, the caterpillarization approach can be used to find AUGTs for all species-tree topologies. In particular, trees with at least nine species are large enough that there must be a set of five species such that the tree restricted to those taxa has a caterpillar topology. Consequently, it is always possible to assign branch lengths with the SSL pattern on a path from some taxon to the root. This argument is formalized below in three lemmas that are used to prove that species-tree topologies with nine or more taxa produce AUGTs. The idea is that once a species tree has been caterpillarized, its distribution of gene topologies can be made to resemble the distribution of gene-tree topologies under a smaller species tree with arbitrary closeness, so that the existence of AUGTs on the smaller species tree guarantees the existence of AUGTs on the larger species tree.
Lemma 3 essentially says that any sufficiently large, bifurcating, rooted tree displays a rooted caterpillar of a certain size. In particular, if a tree has n ≥ 2 k +1 leaves, then it can be represented by a caterpillar with k +2 "leaves" that consist of subtrees on the original tree. Two-dimensional cross-sections of the anomaly zones for each of the 11 seven-taxon unlabeled rooted tree shapes. For each species-tree topology, 250 values of L from 0.008 to 2.0 coalescent units, and 250 values of S from 0.002 to 0.5 were used to compute distributions of gene-tree topologies, and the existence of AGTs and AUGTs was checked for each distribution given by a particular (L,S) combination.
Lemma 3. If a binary, rooted phylogenetic tree has n ≥ 2 k +1 leaves, then it can be represented by the tree ((··· ((A 1 ,A 2 ),A 3 ) ,...),A k+2 ), where A 1 ,...,A k+2 are subtrees.
Lemma 5 says that by making certain branches long, a distribution of gene-tree topologies can be concentrated on a subset of tree topologies, and this concentrated distribution will resemble the distribution of rooted gene-tree topologies on a smaller species tree. Similarly, Lemma 6 says the distribution of unrooted gene-tree topologies on a larger species tree can approximate the distribution of unrooted gene-tree topologies on a smaller species tree displayed by the larger species tree.
The following definition of a truncation of a larger tree to a smaller tree is introduced to make the statements of the lemmas more concise. The idea of the definition is illustrated in Figure 5 , where the larger tree corresponds to the smaller tree if lineages sampled from certain taxa have a high probability of coalescing in the most recent possible branch, thus allowing those taxa to be effectively consolidated into a single taxon. For the definition, the truncation depends on the choice of subtrees A 1 ,...,A m . Note that many n-taxon topologies can be truncated to produce the same m-taxon topology. In the terminology of Semple and Steel (2003, page 9) , the subtree A i is the minimal subtree of n induced by Y i .
Definition 4 Suppose a rooted, binary tree n on taxa X
To illustrate Lemmas 5 and 6, consider species tree 6,2 (Figs. 1 and 4a) , which can be caterpillarized to a five-taxon tree. Increasing the length of the long branch on 6,2 makes the six-taxon distribution more closely resemble the five-taxon distribution, with 4.0 coalescent units for the long branch showing very similar probabilities for corresponding topologies for both rooted (Fig. 9a) and unrooted (Fig. 9b) gene-tree topologies. Because it is easy to find cases of AGTs and AUGTs when the species tree is a caterpillar, this approach makes it easy to find cases in which even highly symmetric trees have AGTs and AUGTs.
Lemma 5. Let n be a rooted species-tree topology on taxa X ={X 1 ,...,X n }, and let m = ( m , ) be a rooted species tree on taxa A ={A 1 ,...,A m }, with m < n. Suppose the truncation * n of n with respect to subtrees A 1 ,...,A m , has the same topology as m . Let G be the set of binary topologies on X that have subtrees {A i }. Then, for any ε>0, there exists such that for n = ( n ,),
where g * is the truncation of g with respect to {A i }.
Lemma 6. Assume the same conditions as for Lemma 5. Let U ={u : there exists g ∈ G such that u = u(g)} be the set of unrooted topologies on X that can be obtained from unrooting the topologies in G. Then, for any ε>0, there exists such that for n = ( n ,),
Proofs of the lemmas and the main result (stated as Theorem 2 in the section "Anomalous Unrooted Gene Trees") are given in the Appendix.
DISCUSSION
Understanding patterns of gene-tree discordance that are predicted under the multispecies coalescent is useful for determining whether observed gene-tree conflict is unusual or is expected under a lineage sorting model. Understanding how particularly high levels of discordance can lead to AGTs and AUGTs is also useful for determining when it is likely that inferring species trees will be especially difficult. In each subfigure, topologies are sorted by their probabilities under the five-taxon species tree, and the probability of the corresponding gene-tree topology for the six-taxon species tree is given (i.e., the six-taxon and five-taxon gene-tree topologies have the same topologies when the larger gene tree is truncated with respect to subtrees A 1 = A, A 2 = B, A 3 = (C,D), A 4 = E, and A 5 = F). For rooted topologies, only the 15 (of 105) largest probabilities are reported for individual gene-tree topologies, and remaining probabilities are summed and reported as one category. For gene trees with six taxa, rooted and unrooted topologies that do not have a (C,D) cherry (and therefore do not correspond to any of the five-taxon topologies) are put into an extra category with either 840 topologies (rooted) or 90 topologies (unrooted) and the sum of their probabilities is given.
This article describes the species-tree topologies that do and do not produce AUGTs. Three patterns of branch lengths were found to result in AUGTs: (i) all branches being short (i.e., all speciations occur rapidly), (ii) the SSL pattern of branch lengths, and (iii) branch lengths that caterpillarize or bicaterpillarize a species tree so that the gene-tree distribution resembles a distribution on a smaller species tree with AUGTs. The same approaches result in (rooted) AGTs, except that only an SS pattern (two consecutive short branches on a path from tip to root) is sufficient for an AGT on many species-tree topologies. In biological terms, the SSL pattern means that there was a relatively normal time to speciation followed (going forward in time) by two or more short speciation intervals, a scenario that is especially likely to occur under rapid radiations, but that can also occur under a simple Yule model of speciation.
A question that this article does not attempt to answer is how likely AGTs are on naturally occurring species trees. Intuitively, it seems that larger trees have more places where two branches in a row can be short, which makes it seem that larger trees should be more likely to have clades with anomalies in them. On the other hand, highly asymmetric trees (e.g., caterpillars) become less likely under a Yule model (or coalescent model in a single population) with more taxa, which might make AGTs less likely with more taxa. Even if similar values of branch lengths can lead to AGTs for many topologies, less balanced topologies will tend to have more opportunities for where SS and SSL patterns can occur. As an example, for species trees 6,1 and 6,2 , there are two ways that the SSL pattern can occur; whereas for 6,3 and 6,4 , there is only one choice of branches for observing the SSL pattern ( Fig. 6a-d) . For the seven-taxon caterpillar, there are four ways of placing the SSL pattern on the branches, while for the seven-taxon tree in Figure 7j , there is only one way the SSL pattern can occur. Thus, despite the similarity in anomaly zones as they have been depicted (under the restriction of just two distinct branch lengths), the probability that a random species tree (generated under a Yule model, for instance) has AGTs or AUGTs might be much higher if the species tree is unbalanced.
In comparison to branch lengths that typically occur on empirically estimated species trees, the branch lengths needed for AGTs to occur are fairly short. Branch lengths of near 0.2 coalescent units (which can be sufficient for AGTs and AUGTs to occur on larger trees) correspond to the matching rooted triple ((A,B) ,C) having a 45% probability of occurring on a random gene tree, while a branch length of 0.1 coalescents corresponds to a 40% probability that the matching rooted triple occurs.
An empirical example that has this level of incongruence is in rice (Oryza) (Cranston et al. 2009; Cranston 2010) . In estimating the relationships between five ingroup species, Oryza barthii, Oryza glaberrima, Oryza nivara, Oryza rufipogon, and Oryza sativa, which can be abbreviated as B, G, N, R, and S, respectively, Cranston (2010) reports the rooted triple support for three sets of three taxa from these five species. Because up to 34% (depending on the taxa) of gene trees were unresolved, the triplet support is measured by giving a count of one-third to each topology for unresolved triplets for approximate levels of support. This yields 40.3%, 50.7%, and 34.3% for the rooted triples ( (S,N),B), ((G,B) ,S), and ((R,N),S), respectively, which are rooted triples on the inferred species tree. Using the well-known probability of a three-taxon matching tree being 1−(2/3)e −t (Nei 1987) , these frequencies correspond to branch lengths of 0.11, 0.30, and 0.02 coalescent units. It is difficult to say how often branch lengths leading to AGTs and AUGTs occur in practice, but this will partly depend on taxon sampling since sampling within a clade more intensively will necessarily shorten some internal branches. More work needs to be done to determine how likely different levels of speciation, extinction, and sampling are to produce AGTs and AUGTs.
To illustrate the existence of AGTs and AUGTs in simulation designs used in practice, the 50 eight-taxon species trees used in Huang et al. (2010) and reanalyzed in Wu (2012) were used. These species trees were simulated in Huang et al. (2010) under a Yule purebirth model with the number of taxa constrained to eight and the height of the tree constrained to 1.0 and 10.0 coalescent units. When the tree height was 1.0 coalescent units (or 1N generations), 31 of the 50 species trees had AGTs, 27 had AUGTs, and there was one case where a species tree had an AUGT but no AGT. When AGTs and AUGTs both occurred, there were five cases where there were more AUGTs than AGTs (Fig. 10) . When the tree height is scaled to 10N, there is expected to be less incomplete lineage sorting and therefore less gene tree discordance. In this case 5 of the 50 species trees had both AGTs and AUGTs.
In addition to knowing whether or not a species tree has an AGT or AUGT, it is useful to see how topologically different AGTs and AUGTs can be from species trees. The Robinson-Foulds (RF) (Robinson and Foulds 1981) distances are reported for the highest probability genetree topology compared with the matching gene-tree topology (Table 2) for species trees with a height of 1.0 coalescent units. The RF distance between two rooted trees is the number of clades on the first tree not on the second tree, plus the number of clades on the second tree not on the first tree. For unrooted trees, splits are counted rather than clades. For eight-taxon trees, the maximum RF distance is therefore 12 for rooted trees and 10 for unrooted trees. Normalizing the RF distance by dividing by this maximum, the highest probability rooted genetree topology had an average normalized RF distance of 18.0% (i.e., 18% of clades in the 50 most probable gene trees were not in their respective species trees), and the highest probability unrooted gene-tree topology had an average normalized RF distance of 16.4% for species trees with height 1.0 coalescent units. Because there are six internal branches on eight-taxon trees, a normalized RF distance of 16.7% corresponds to one clade being in disagreement between two trees. For 10N species trees, the RF distance was never more than 2 (i.e., one incorrect clade) for the most probable rooted or unrooted species tree, leading to normalized RF distances of 1.7% and 2% for rooted and unrooted trees, respectively.
The results for the Huang et al. (2010) species trees show that the highest probability gene tree sometimes has more than one clade in disagreement with the species tree ( Table 2 ). The highest RF distances that occurred were for the three species trees with a caterpillar topology. Finally, it should be noted that the most probable unrooted gene-tree topology is often, but not always, the unrooted version of the most probable rooted gene-tree topology. An example where this discrepancy occurs is shown in Figure 11 .
Understanding the distance between species trees and the most probable gene trees can be useful when inferring species trees. In particular, candidate species trees can be searched that are not too distant from the gene trees. This approach is taken in Fan and Kubatko (2011) by only evaluating candidate species trees within 1 nearest neighbor interchange (NNI) move from at least one inferred gene tree to reduce the computational complexity of searching for optimal species trees. Understanding the distribution of the number of NNI moves between gene trees and species trees could help in determining the probability that all gene trees are more than a certain number of NNI moves away from the species tree. In some cases, it might be unlikely that the species-tree topology is represented by any one gene-tree topology in a small number of loci. For example, in the Huang et al. (2010) 1N species trees, there are several cases where the matching tree is not among the 100 most probable gene-tree topologies (i.e., there are over 100 AGTs and AUGTs for some species trees). However, if the probability is very low that all gene trees are more than say, k NNI moves away from the species tree, then only considering species-tree topologies within this distance is very likely to result in the correct species tree being evaluated.
Proofs for AUGTs and AGTs
The strategy for proving the existence of AGTs in Degnan and Rosenberg (2006) Frequencies of RF distances between most probable gene-tree topologies and species-tree topologies from the 50 1N 8-taxon species trees from Huang et al. (2010) , where is the species-tree topology, g max is the most probable rooted gene-tree topology, and u max is the most probable unrooted gene-tree topology 
. a) An example species tree from Huang et al. (2010) where the total tree height is 1.0 coalescent units and branch lengths on the species tree are drawn to scale. b) The most probable rooted gene tree for this species tree, denoted g max . c) The matching unrooted gene tree, u( ). d) The unrooted version of the most probable rooted gene tree, u(g max ). e) The most probable unrooted gene-tree topology, u max .
from the approach given here for AUGTs. As with the proof for AUGTs, particular examples were given to establish results for fewer than nine taxa for AGTs, and induction was used with nine or more taxa. However, for AGTs, the induction argument for nine or more taxa used the idea that a tree with n+1 taxa, with n ≥ 8 has a clade of size n s , where 5 ≥ n s ≥ n. From the existence of AGTs for all tree topologies with between five and n taxa, the result follows.
The same argument used for AGTs could have been applied to AUGTs; however, the smallest number of taxa for which all species-tree topologies produce AUGTs is 7. Therefore, the induction would have to start with trees of size n = 13 (since every 13-taxon tree has a clade with at least seven taxa), assuming that results were known for trees of size n s with 7 ≤ n s ≤ 12. Because it would be difficult to establish the results directly for trees with up to 12 species due to the large number of topologies, a different approach was adopted in this article of reducing larger trees to smaller trees.
The result that every nine-taxon tree displays a fivetaxon caterpillar tree was used in this article rather than using anomalies for the clades of the larger trees. This caterpillarization approach can be used to prove the AGT result from Degnan and Rosenberg (2006) as well. In particular, every rooted, bifurcating species tree with five or more taxa can be caterpillarized into a four-taxon caterpillar, and from the existence of AGTs for four-taxon caterpillar species trees, the result that every speciestree topology with at least five taxa produces an AGT follows without having to check special cases for trees with five, six, seven, and eight taxa. This considerably simplifies the proof of the existence of AGTs for five or more taxa and leads to better intuition about the patterns of branch lengths that result in AGTs, as well as the topologies that can be AGTs for a given speciestree topology. A similar caterpillarization approach has been used to show the inconsistency of both minimizing deep coalescence and matrix representation with parsimony for inferring species trees from gene trees under the multispecies coalescent with five or more species (Than and Rosenberg 2011; Wang and Degnan 2011) . A caterpillarization approach would also have simplified the proof of the inconsistency of greedy consensus on rooted trees ).
Lemmas 3, 5, and 6 could be useful in the future for showing similar results on other methods. For example, if the unrooted version of greedy consensus (using splits rather than clades) is inconsistent on five taxa, it follows immediately from Lemmas 3 and 6 that it is inconsistent for nine or more taxa, although extra work would be needed to check what happens for trees with fewer than nine taxa. 
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 3. First consider k = 0, n ≥ 2. Let denote the rooted, binary tree. Let L and R be the left and right child nodes of the root of . Letting A 1 and A 2 denote the trees rooted at L and R , the result holds for k = 0. Now suppose that Lemma 3 is true for some k ≥ 0. Consider a binary, rooted topology n with n ≥ 2 k+1 +1 leaves, where n is the root of n . Let L and R be the nodes that are the left and right children of n , and let the subtrees rooted by L and R be L and R . Let n L and n R be the number of leaves descended from L and R , respectively. Without loss of generality, assume n L ≥ n R . Since n ≥ 2 k+1 +1, it follows that n L ≥ (2 k+1 +1)/2 = 2 k +1. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, the subtree L can be represented by L = ((··· ((A 1 ,A 2 ) Proof of Lemma 5. Take any ε>0. Let n = ( n ,), where is chosen as follows. Let all branches within each subtree A i , 1≤ i ≤ m, have length at least log(n/ε 0 ), where ε 0 = ε/[(2n−3)!!−1]. Also, let all branches incident to the roots of the subtrees {A i } have length at least log(n/ε 0 ). For the remaining branches in the species tree n , assign each the length of the corresponding branch in m . (Here branch e of n and e of m are corresponding branches if the same set of leaves is descended from branch e of * n and e of m .) Let C be the event that all coalescences on branches within and incident to each subtree A i occur in the most recent possible population. The probability of any particular coalescence of two lineages within a branch within or incident to any of the subtrees {A i } is greater than 1−exp(−log(n/ε 0 )) = 1−ε 0 /n. Since there are fewer than n such coalescences that can occur in the subtrees {A i }, the probability of event C is therefore greater than 1−ε 0 . Conditional on event C, the possible topological relationships between subtrees A 1 ,...,A m have the same probability on n as the topological relationships between taxa A 1 ,...,A m on m because of the choice of branch lengths. Thus, if g ∈ G, P n (g) > P n (g|C)P n (C) ( A To show that P n (g) < P m (g * )+ε for g ∈ G, let G X be the set of rooted topologies on X. Then, 1−P n (g) = where the Inequality (A.8) follows from Inequality (A.4). Finally, because any gene tree that does not have one of the subtrees {A i } as a subtree can only occur when event C does not occur, P n (g) <ε for g / ∈ G.
Proof of Lemma 6. Takeanyε>0. By Lemma 5, choose branch lengths for n = ( n ,) such that
Let A g be the set of rooted trees on X with the same unrooted topology as g. Also, let B g be the set of rooted trees on X that have the same unrooted topology as g and have all the subtrees {A i }. Then, |B g |=2m+3 since there are 2m+3 rooted trees on A that have a given unrooted topology. Also, since |A g |=2n−3, |A g B g |≤ 2n−3−(2m−3) = 2n−2m. Then, if u ∈ U, there exists g ∈ G such that u = u(g). Thus, The first inequality is due to the triangle inequality, and the second inequality follows from the fact that if a rooted tree h belongs to A g but does not belong to B g , then h does not have one of the subtrees A i , and therefore has probability less than ε/(2n−3).
If u / ∈ U, then there does not exist g ∈ G such that u = u(g). Consequently, P n (u) = g:u=u(g) P n (g) < (2n−3)ε/(2n−3) = ε.
Proof of Theorem 2. Cases with n < 9 taxa are covered by explicit calculation in the main text.
Let n , n ≥ 9, be a species tree with topology n . Let = 5,1 be the five-taxon caterpillar with topology 5,1 . Let u 5,1 = u( 5,1 ) and u 5,2 = u( 5,2 ), where 5,1 and 5,2 are shown in Figure 1 . From calculations on five-taxon caterpillar species-tree topologies that produce AUGTs, there exist branch lengths on such that P (u 5,2 )−P (u 5,1 ) > 1 25 (for example, letting (x,y,z) = (0.05,0.05,5.0)). By Lemma 3, the topology of n can be written as ((((A 1 ,A 2 ),A 3 ),A 4 ),A 5 ). Let g n be the n-taxon rooted gene-tree topology (((A 1 ,A 2 ),(A 3 ,A 4 )),A 5 ). By Lemma 6, branch lengths on n can be chosen such that |P n (u(g n ))−P (u 5,2 )| < 1 50 and |P n (u( n ))−P (u 5,1 )| < 1 50 .
Thus,
